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During the 90s Le Tone had

a major hit, “Joli Dragon”, and

devoted himself to music for

15 years before progressively

moving towards illustrative art.

Since 2011 his creations have

been exhibited in famous 

places such as the Pompidou 

centre. An admirer of artists who know how to 

make the best use of colour, Le Tone confesses 

to having a weakness for black and white, which 

he uses to tell simple stories by using felt pen 

drawings in notebooks.

Citroën revolutionises the automotive 

landscape with Traction Avant. The 

famous name relates to its ground 

breaking front wheel drive engineering.

Citroën launches ‘TUB’, a supremely

practical modern design with a sliding 

side door: its successor is the famous 

Type H, above, launched in 1948.

It’s a golden age for light and agile

vehicles like Ami 6, Dyane and

Mehari, a unique design for all roads

and multi-purpose use.

Unveiled to a stunned public at the 1955 

Paris Motor Show, DS takes futuristic 

design to new heights. Its stunning 

aerodynamic shape, created by Flaminio 

Bertone, earns it the nickname ‘flying 

saucer’. Under the skin it’s just as advanced.

Citroën C4 Cactus was awarded the “World 

Car Design of The Year” title in April 2015, 

confirming that this car challenged the status 

quo with its bold and innovative style.

1934 1939 1948 1955 1968 2014
The much-loved 2 CV is created as

a “safe and economical vehicle,

able to carry 4 people on-board

and 50 kg of luggage”. More than

5 million are made.

2019

The spectacular design of the 100% 

electric 19_19 Concept is inspired by 

aeronautics and pushes comfort to the 

extreme, with a lounge on-the-move 

experience created by intelligent 

suspension. It also provides 

autonomous driving, a personal 

assistant and a range of 500 miles.

Citroën launches CX. It’s the ultimate 

mix of technical innovation and 

advanced design with the engine and 

gearbox positioned together at the 

front. Sophisticated hydropneumatic 

suspension, concave rear screen and a 

futuristic dashboard help it to succeed 

amongst more ordinary rivals.

1974

Discover the models that 

make up Citroën’s 

extraordinary history, from 

1919 to the present day.
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RANGE

LIFE IS MORE BEAUTIFUL 

IN COLOUR

NEW CITROËN C3
Around town or across the country, 

every Citroën provides pure comfort and 

a welcoming environment. It’s always been 

this way.

A CITROËN 

FOR EVERYONE 

CITROËN

C5 AIRCROSS SUV

CITROËN C3 AIRCROSS

COMPACT SUV 

CITROËN 

GRAND C4 SPACETOURER

CITROËN SPACETOURER

SIZE M -  XL

CITROËN C4 CACTUS

CITROËN C1 NEW CITROËN C3

CITROËN BERLINGO

SIZE M 

CITROËN BERLINGO

SIZE XL

CITROËN

C5 AIRCROSS SUV HYBRID

PLUG- IN HYBRID

CITROËN SPACETOURER
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ESSENTIALS

Including the front and rear parking assistance 

system, ideal for manoeuvring around town.

11 DRIVING 
AIDS

PAGES 38 - 41

CONNECTED 
SERVICES
Citroën Connect Assist, Citroën Connect Nav 

and Citroën Connect Play.

PAGES 34 - 37

C3’s length of 3.99m ensures 

everyday practicality.

SPACIOUS 
AND COMPACT 

PAGES 28 - 29

Engines that provide the perfect combination 

of performance and economy, and are designed 

to meet the latest Euro 6 emission standard.

LATEST 
GENERATION ENGINES

PAGES 42 - 43

NEW 
FRONT FACE
Highlighted with 

new LED headlights.

PAGES 12 - 13

Let your personality shine through.

COLOUR 
PACKS

PAGES 16 - 21

Wide and generous seats bring the benefits of the 

Citroën Advanced Comfort® programme for 

increased wellbeing to driver and passengers alike.

ADVANCED 
COMFORT SEATS

PAGES 26 - 27

Side Airbump® panels protect the bodywork while 

reinforcing New Citroën C3’s dynamic style.

PROTECTION 
IMPACT

PAGES 14 - 15

INTERIOR 
AMBIANCES
Two new warm and stylish ambiances help you feel as 

comfortable as you do in your living room.

PAGES 22 - 23

NEW ADVANTAGES
KEY POINTS
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DES
IGN

Find all New Citroën C3 
videos by scanning the 

code with your smartphone.

DESIGN

New Citroën C3 rewrites the urban-car rulebook 

with its strong personality and robust, dynamic 

look, accentuated and reinforced by its large 

wheels. Its side Airbump® panels, three 

air-filled bumps low down on the door further 

define C3’s style while protecting its bodywork. 

The design of this protective system is reflected in 

the new quarter-panel detail, highlighting the 

visual coherence of New Citroën C3. At the front, 

the high, horizontal bonnet gives a look that is full 

of reassurance.
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More assertive and dynamic, the front of New 

Citroën C3 is inspired by the CXPERIENCE 

concept car. The chevrons and the chrome strips 

run right through to the LED day-running lights, 

emphasising the vehicle’s width. Its new LED 

headlights add a hi-tech look, while the front fog 

lights, located in the lower part of the front end, 

feature colour surrounds.

NEW FRONT 
DESIGN

DESIGN12 13



The new design of the Airbump®

side panels develops the robust look 

that characterises the exterior style 

of New Citroën C3. Even better, 

they effectively protect the bodywork 

from everyday knocks. Each panel is 

now made up of three sculpted 

capsules, and are located low down 

on the doors and with the first 

capsule highlighted with either a 

White, Red or Anodised Emerald 

surround to match the colour 

chosen for the fog light surrounds.

* New Citroën C3 is available with or 
without Airbump®.P
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AIRBUMP ®*
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A WIDE 
RANGE 
OF 
CUSTOM
ISATION

Choose from discreet or a bold appearance thanks 

to the vast range of exterior colour combinations 

available on New Citroën C3. Choosing your ideal 

C3 is easy thanks to ready-made colour packs that 

matches exterior highlights with a bi-tone roof. Or 

if you’d like, feel free to mix up colour packs, roof 

colours and body colours making a total of 97 

colour combinations possible*.

*Some combinations available by special order only.

DESIGN16 17



4
BI-TONE ROOF 
COLOURS

7
EXTERIOR
COLOURS97

COM
BINAT
IONS

Elixir Red and Spring Blue are two of the colours 

that supplement the customisation palette for 

New Citroën C3. The Anodised Emerald Colour 

Pack joins the existing Black, White and Red 

Colour Packs. To enhance the bi-tone range, 

Emerald Blue is now offered in addition to Opal 

White, Onyx Black and Sport Red.

4
COLOUR 
PACKS

NEW

NEW

DESIGN

Note that the colour chosen for the roof will 
match the door mirror shells and the rear 
quarter panel finish.

Choosing a roof colour brings a colour pack 
that complements it as standard, so for 
example Emerald roof brings the Anodised 
Emerald colour pack. If you want to 
combine your chosen roof colour with a 
different colour pack, please ask your Dealer.

The Colour Packs surround 
both the fog lights and the 
Airbump® panels.

NEWNEW
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DESIGN

Personalise the roof of your New Citroën C3 

with a choice of three graphic themes: 

Red, Emerald or Techwood.

3
ROOF 
DECALS  NEW
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Standard Ambiance

Techwood Ambiance

Emerald Ambiance

The exterior customisation range for New Citroën C3 

is matched inside, with an interior designed to act as a 

real living space, where peace of mind is guaranteed. 

The passenger compartment immerses its occupants in 

a cocoon of comfort. Each interior ambiance features 

bespoke dashboard, seats and door trims, creating a 

warm and welcoming environment for all passengers.

In addition to the refined look of the standard 

ambiance, New Citroën C3 offers two new interior 

ambiances that each include unique seat trims and 

colour touches. 

The ‘Techwood’ ambiance brings a subtle level of ele-

gance to New Citroën C3, created using high-quality 

materials with its Scandinavian-inspired wood-effect 

dash-board inlay, combined with the light coloured 

upper seat trim, The ‘Techwood’ ambiance provides 

passangers with a fresh and modern interior 

living space*.

As for the Emerald ambiance, a more dynamic 

environment is created thanks to contrasting dominant 

dark colours with colourful touches throughout. The seats 

are trimmed with a 3D-mesh technical textile, and a black 

leather-effect dashboard inlay finishes the look**. 

*Standard on Flair Plus.
**Optional.
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Contemporary and welcoming, New Citroën C3’s interior has been designed to 

ensure serenity reigns supreme. The CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT® programme 

delivers innovative, technological and intelligent solutions to create wellbeing for 

drivers and passengers alike, and confirm Citroën’s driving-comfort credentials. Four 

main themes are at the heart of this comfort engineering: the cocoon effect, 

practicality, fluidity and peace of mind.

COM
FORT

 

FILTER 
OUT STRESS

LIGHTEN
THE MENTAL LOAD

MAKE LIFE
ON BOARD EASIER

IMPROVE
THE FLOW

CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®24 25
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CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

New Citroën C3 benefits from 

seats with wide cushions and 

backrests, inspired by the 

furniture industry. Their design, 

a 100% Citroën innovation, 

guarantees the continued softness 

of the seat cushion, without any 

sagging. The Advanced Comfort 

seats provide unparalleled driving 

comfort on both short and long 

journeys, with passengers in 

the front also benefiting from 

optimum lumbar support.
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SPACIOUS 
AND 
COMPACT
3.99M
New Citroën C3 delivers a remarkable feeling of interior 

space, both in the front and in the rear, with its generous 

legroom particularly notable.

Agile and manoeuvrable, New Citroën C3 has compact 

dimensions which are ideal for an urban environment, 

with a length of just of 3.99m. For even greater 

practicality, it is fitted with electric folding door mirrors*.

*According to version.

CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®28 29



CITROËN ADVANCED COMFORT ®

A 300L
BOOT
New Citroën C3 can be part of whatever you’re doing, with its 

generous 300 litre boot volume, ideal for taking all your 

luggage. And to make life on board easier, New Citroën C3 

takes its inspiration from your everyday life: storage 

compartments have been designed to be as functional as 

possible. For example, handy storage compartments in and 

around the centre console free up as much space as possible.
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TECHNOLOGY

TECHNO
 LOGY
The comfort and safety of those on board is enhanced by ergonomic 

controls and intuitive technology that helps guarantee a smooth and 

calm experience. New Citroën C3 has many connected innovations, 

and 11 driving aids which improve everyday driving.
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TECHNOLOGY
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Citroën Connect Box groups together the 

emergency call and roadside assistance services 

local to your country and is available 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week. Citroën Connect Box can 

send the precise location of your vehicle in the 

event of a breakdown, illness or accident and can 

automatically provide a rapid emergency response 

if required. Stay connected with the MyCitroën 

app, which can show the remaining fuel, current 

MPG, last known vehicle location and a 

personalised maintenance plan. Both of these 

services are provided free of charge.

The intuitive and modern 7-inch touchscreen, 

located in the centre of the dashboard, includes 

the new generation connected and touch-sensitive 

navigation*. You can use your voice to control 

Navigation**, Telephone and Radio, and it is 

linked with connected services such as TomTom 

Traffic to provide real-time traffic information, and 

visual and audible danger zone alerts (according to 

local legislation).

*Navigation depends on versions.
**Only available with Citroen Connect Nav.

CITROËN CONNECT ASSIST 

for greater peace of mind

CITROËN CONNECT NAV

for greater comfort
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TECHNOLOGY

Using Mirror Screen technology, you can connect 

your smartphone to duplicate its functions on the 

central screen of New Citroën C3. You can then 

access your multimedia content and manage your 

smartphone and its compatible apps directly using 

the touchscreen in the car. This technology works 

with Apple CarPlay™ and Android Auto.

In addition, New Citroën C3 has Citroën 

ConnectedCAM® technology*. Using this 

connected camera, you can capture images or 

videos (up to 20 seconds) of the scene in front of 

you and then post them to social networks via the 

free ConnectedCAM® Citroën app, or keep them 

for your own memories. In the event of an accident, 

the camera automatically saves a video clip 

beginning 30 seconds before the incident, and 

ending one minute afterwards. The clip is triggered 

by the vehicle rapidly decelerating, and can be used 

as evidence.

*Optional according to version.

CITROËN CONNECT PLAY

for more enjoyment
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LANE 

DEPARTURE 
WARNING
Active at speeds above 37mph, the system 

detects if the vehicle crosses either a 

continuous or broken white line on the road 

without an indicator being used. It then warns 

the driver with a sound and a visible display 

on the instrument panel.

This cruise control system recognises when a 

speed limit changes and recommends the new 

speed limit as the selected cruise control speed.

CRUISE CONTROL/

SPEED LIMITER WITH 

SPEED LIMIT 
SETTING FEATURE

BLIND SPOT 

MONITORING 
SYSTEM*

Very useful on high-speed roads or on 

motorways, this monitoring system lets the 

driver know that there is a vehicle in one of 

their blind spots via an orange light located in 

the door mirrors.

SPEED LIMIT 

RECOGNITION

AND 
RECOMMENDATION

FRONT 

PARKING 
ASSISTANCE*

This system can read speed limit signs and 

then relay this information to the driver via 

the instrument panel.

Designed for easier urban driving, this system is 

made up of six sensors and emits an audible 

warning to let the driver know when the car is 

approaching nearby objects to ensure safe parking 

manoeuvres.

The system warns the driver when it is time to 

take a break, after two hours of continuous 

driving at over 40 mph.

COFFEE BREAK

ALERT

* Optional according to version.

CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED

11 SAFETY
AND DRIVING AID SYSTEMS

TECHNOLOGY

NEW
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* According to version.

TECHNOLOGY

When the driver engages reverse gear, the 

camera shows the rear view on the 7-inch 

touchscreen, with colour guide lines according to 

the proximity of obstacles.

REVERSING 

CAMERA*
ACTIVE 
SAFETY BRAKE*

This emergency braking system reduces the 

risk of collisions. It works at speeds above 

3mph and detects stationary or moving 

objects and pedestrians. If the system detects 

a potential collision, a warning is given to the 

driver. If they do not react to this, the system 

automatically applies the vehicle’s brakes.

DRIVER ATTENTION 

WARNING*

This system analyses the trajectory of the vehicle 

on the road. An audible and visual alert warns 

the driver if the system detects a reduction in 

attention.

This function switches between main and dipped 

beams, depending on the traffic situation, when 

the system detects an oncoming vehicle.

INTELLIGENT

BEAM 
HEADLIGHTS*

This prevents the vehicle rolling on a hill when 

the brake pedal is released. Hill Start Assist acts 

on gradients of over 3% by holding the vehicle 

stationary for around two seconds. In this time 

the driver can calmly move from the brake pedal 

to the accelerator pedal.

HILL 

START 
ASSIST

11 SAFETY
AND DRIVING AID SYSTEMS

CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED CAN BE DEACTIVATED
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New Citroën C3 offers incomparable driving pleasure around town, whilst also 

performing impressively on the open road thanks to its PureTech petrol and 

BlueHDi diesel engines. Both combine performance and economy, and meet 

the latest Euro 6 emission standard.

EFFICIENT 
ENGINES

TECHNOLOGY

The EAT6 (Efficient Automatic Transmission with 6 speeds) gearbox is available 

on the PureTech 110 S&S petrol engine and offers smooth and quick gear 

changes ensuring a dynamic and comfortable experience making everyday 

journeys even more enjoyable.

EAT6 AUTOMATIC GEARBOX 

FOR A HIGH-LEVEL OF DRIVING PLEASURE
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EMERALD BLUE

ONYX BLACK

BODY COLOURS INTERIOR AMBIANCES

POLAR WHITE (F)

SPRING BLUE (M)

CUMULUS GREY (M)

PERLA NERA BLACK (M)

SOFT SAND (M)

(PM) : Premium metallic – (M) : Metallic – (F) : Flat.
All equipment described in this brochure represents the technology of the New Citroën C3. This brochure is based on an international version, therefore some images and specifi  cations might not be representative of models sold 
in the UK. To know in detail equipment that is available as standard or optional, please refer to the Product Specifi cation brochure or visit citroen.co.uk.

BI-TONE ROOF COLOURS

OPAL WHITE

AIRBUMP® COLOURS

BLACK WITH RED INSERT

(Only available and standard 

with bi-tone Sport red roof)

BLACK WITH ANODISED EMERALD INSERT 

(Standard with Emerald Blue roof)

BLACK WITH WHITE INSERT 

(standard with Onyx Black or Opal White roof)

STANDARD AMBIANCE

(Standard on Feel and Flair)

EMERALD AMBIANCE

(Optional on Flair Plus)

New Citroën C3 is available in both mono-tone and bi-tone finishes.

New Citroën C3 is available with or without Airbump®.

EQUIPMENT

PLATINUM GREY (M)

SPORT RED

TECHWOOD AMBIANCE

(Standard on Flair Plus, optional on Flair)ELIXIR RED (PM)
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16 INCH STEEL WHEELS 

WITH ‘3D’ WHEEL COVERS

(Standard on Feel)

ACCESSORIES

WHEELS

DIMENSIONS

16 INCH ‘MATRIX’ 

DIAMOND-CUT ALLOY WHEELS

(Standard on Flair)

Smartphone holder.

Carpet mats.

Roof bars.

Towball, removable without tools.

1749

1471 / 1483

1
4

7
4

 /
 1

4
9

0

1829 / 2007*

1471 / 1480

809 6482539

3996

* Vehicle width/width with door mirrors. All measurements are in millimetres.

EQUIPMENT

* Awaiting data. Figures shown are for comparison purposes and should only be compared to the fuel consumption and 
CO2 values of other cars tested to the same technical standard. The fuel consumption achieved, and CO2 produced, in real 
world conditions will depend upon a number of factors including, but not limited to: the accessories fitted (pre and post 
registration); variations in weather; driving styles and vehicle load. The WLTP (Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicles Test 
Procedure) is used to measure fuel consumption and CO2 figures. The CO2 figures display a range to reflect the highest 
value for the highest emitting version with all available options added, through to a minimum value to represent the lowest 
emitting version in standard specification.

17 INCH ‘VECTOR’ 

DIAMOND-CUT ALLOY WHEELS

(Standard on Flair Plus)

W A R R A N T Y

With the added reassurance of a warranty, routine servicing and maintenance, as well as 24-hour roadside assistance, you are protected.

• CITROËN WARRANTY 

Every new Citroën car has the benefit of a 3 year* warranty package, plus a 12 year anti-perforation** warranty and a 3 year paint warranty.

• CITROËN ASSISTANCE 

Citroën Assistance brings rapid expert roadside assistance to you in an emergency in response to a telephone call. It comes free of charge for a full year and

operates 24 hours a day in all parts of the UK and Europe. Services include nationwide recovery for both car and passengers, a home call service, replacement

vehicle, hotel accommodation and vehicle storage if required. Please note, Citroën Assistance only applies to incidents covered by the new vehicle warranty, and

excludes non-vehicle faults, such as running out of fuel, misfuelling, loss of keys, lock-ins, road traffic accidents and punctures/wheel changes. For more details,

please contact Citroën at https://www.citroen.co.uk/owner-services/emergency-assistance

* 2 years’ unlimited warranty. No-fee customer option of 1 year’s Dealer provided warranty, only on cars sourced from Citroën UK Limited. Note: Dealer provided warranty is limited to 
60,000 miles for cars.
** Against all internal to external perforation to bodywork or underbody.

C O N T R A C T

• CITROËN MAINTENANCE
From roadside assistance to replacing wear and tear parts or regular servicing, with Citroën Maintenance you have total peace of mind. For a one-off fee 

or low monthly payment, our experienced engineers will take care of your Citroën, whatever happens. To fi nd out more, contact your Citroën Dealer or 

Citroën Authorised Repairer.

• CITROËN SERVICING
Available up to 1 year from your vehicle’s registration date, but before its fi rst chargeable service, a Citroën Servicing Package enables you to pay in 

advance for your vehicle’s servicing needs for 3 years/35,000 miles. For further information, please contact your Citroën Dealer.

• CITROËN MOT TEST
Once your vehicle is three years old, it requires an annual MOT Test. This is a legal requirement to check that it meets road safety and environmental 

standards. Our nationwide network of Citroën Authorised Repairers know your Citroën best, so if your vehicle’s MOT Test is due, why not contact your 

local Citroën dealer? You can be confi dent that your vehicle will be looked after by one of our expert trained Citroën Technicians, nominated by DVSA 

as accredited MOT Testers. Plus, whilst your vehicle is with us, we’ll carry out a free manufacturer diagnostic test, check for any new technical updates 

and carry them out for free - that’s the advantage of getting your test done by the people who really know your Citroën.

RATE, SUBMIT AND SHARE YOUR OPINION ABOUT YOUR VEHICLE 

or in a Citroën Dealership when purchasing or servicing your vehicle. Ratings and reviews are published on 

the Citroën’s website.

Customer
reviews

citroen-advisor.co.uk

DOWNLOAD THE SCAN MY CITROËN MOBILE APP 
Get all the vital information at your fingertips. Scan features and components and access details of the 

exact new Citroën that you’re interested in.

DOWNLOAD THE MYCITROËN APP 
on your smartphone and benefit from information and services personalised to your Citroën vehicle.

Citroën prefers Total – Note: Images and specification descriptions are dependent on trim level and options specified. Every endeavour has been made to ensure that the information and details contained in this brochure were accurate at the time of going to press. 
However the company reserves the right, whilst preserving the essential characteristics of the models described, to introduce at any time modifications, chan ges of details, equipment or accessories. Every effort will be made to bring this brochure up to date, but in order to avoid 
any misunderstanding please consult your Dealer. For full details of Citroën Care of Car and Driver, please see the full manufacturer’s price list. The Citroën Website contains full information on all Citroën products and offers available in the UK, to gether with details of our
environmental and recycling policies. The site address is www.citroen.co.uk

FUEL CONSUMPTION & CO2 EMISSIONS*

Engines Euro 6 
(Euro 6.D)

Low
MPG

(Litres/100km)

Medium
MPG

(Litres/100km)

High
MPG

(Litres/100km)

Extra High
MPG

(Litres/100km)

Combined
MPG

(Litres/100km)

CO2

Emissions
(g/km)

PureTech 83 

5 speed manual
TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC

PureTech 110 S&S 

6 speed manual
TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC

PureTech 110 S&S 

EAT6 auto 
TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC

BlueHDi 100 S&S 

5 speed manual
TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC TBC
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TO FIND OUT MORE
visit citroen.co.uk K
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